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01 THE proposal
Uniform is looking to demolish the existing
buildings to construct a six (6) storey
residential condominimum building. The
proposed development will contain 37 units.
The primary entrance to the building will be
located off of Echo Drive to respond to the
Rideau Canal, a World Heritage UNESCO
site. Vehicular access will be located off of
Echo Drive as well, and will be concealed
with a variety of architectural treatments.
The development proposal includes 66
parking spaces, and will contain indoor
bicycle parking to support alternate modes
of transport. The development proposal will
include a landscaped rear yard amenity
area, as well as a landscaped roof top
amenity area to provide users with multiple
experiences and a variety of amenities.
Unit types will range between bachelor, one
bedroom, and two bedroom units to provide
a range of affordable housing options. The
proposed building has been designed to a
high standard given the site’s proximity to the
Rideau Canal, and the Downtown Ottawa.
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02 DESIGN CONSIDERaTIONS

115 Echo is a strategic response to a unique site
situated along a vibrant UNISCO world heritage
site, the Rideau Canal. Located at the intersection
of Colonel By Drive and Main Street in the City
of Ottawa, it is strategically located with respect
to transit and alternate forms of transportation
as well as its proximity to Main Street and its
mixed use community. The context of the overall
site encourages a building that optimizes
intensification objectives while responding to the
urban design strategies.
The architecture is a cleverly composed of a 6
storey mid-rise building (5 floors on top of a single
storey garden terrace podium with landscape
planters) complete with two levels of underground
parking. 37 residential units are proposed for the
building including 3 live/work units on the ground
floor. The building is located along a vibrant
pedestrian and bicycle friendly environment within
walking distance of public transit and retail along
Main Street . 115 Echo considers several themes
in the design and articulation of the building:
Streetscape and Urban edge, Building form and
context, Exterior composition and detail design as
follows:
•

The building footprint was setback and
designed to elongate the front building face
and maximize the number of units fronting the
Rideau Canal to animate views of the UNISCO
world heritage site.

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

The overall exterior architectural composition
is articulated with large terraces and
balconies with intergrated planters to provide
homeowners with a unique outdoor living
experiences.
The majority of the building is setback along
Echo to align with the neighbouring building
to the north Canal 111 in order to help minize
impact on site lines for views to the canal.
The landscape design will include street trees,
walkways and a small scale plaza at the entry
to the building which front on Echo Drive and
connect to the Colonal By and The Rideau
Canal
Ground floor Live/Work units are orientated to
the street with front door access to terraces
and a front lawn/landscaping.
Landscaping and planting beds with additional
stone walls and walkways have been
introduced along the buildings street edge.
This helps to define the entrances and at grade
‘porches’ of each unit.
The scale/height of the ground level podium
has been considered in order to address
the interface along Main street with elevated
terraces to animate the streetscape with
raised front porch experience existing in the
surrounding neighbourhood.
The design of the base is intended to ground
the building and the use of a natural stone
piers setup a cadence along echo drive

•

•
•

•
•
•

•

containing the main entrance, 3 live/work units
and also the parking ramp access which is
setback from the face of the piers to minimize
presence/impact on the street. Large spans
of glass are setback and fill the gaps bet’n
the piers further animating the streetscape to
complete the overall composition of the street.
The common building lobby and intergrated
amenity spaces are glazed to provide
maximum transparency to the building and
visual connection to the proposed streets.
The podium level considers large terraces with
opportunities for additional landscaping
The design of the upper levels include a
minimalist palette of both contemporary and
traditional material consisting of glass, wood,
metal and stone.
All vehicular access to the underground garage
is proposed at the north and south ends of the
site.
Entrances connect to the network of pathways
which link to existing streets and Amenities of
the existing context.
A building footprint designed to maximize
units facing the street, eliminating units facing
sideyards while allowing for units on the rear to
animate the exterior of building.
The building stepback on Level 5 provides
a deep recess portions of the building allow
for exterior large terraces and balconies,
optimizing views to the City and Canal.

•

The rooftop is proposed to be animated with a
common roof top terrace amenity with indoor/
outdoor lounge, dinning, outdoor kitchen (bbq).
Landscape planters for shrubs and small trees
are also being considered.
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The subject site comprises two lots located
at the southeast corner of Echo Drive and
Main Street in the Ottawa East community
of Ottawa. Further, the site is prominently
located just southeast of Colonel By Drive
and the Rideau Canal, a UNESCO World
Heritage Site. The combined lots form
an irregularly shaped parcel of land as
illustrated below. Collectively, the two lots
have a total land area of 1,534.16 square
metres, with a frontage along Echo Drive of
18.23 metres, a frontage along Main Street
of 36.77 metres, and an irregular depth.
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theTHE
siteSITE

The subject site currently consists of a two
and a half (2.5) storey single detached
dwelling that has been converted to four
(4) residential apartment units, and a two
(2) storey former church building that
was recently occupied by the Portuguese
Community Centre. Paved parking lots are
located in the rear of each building.
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SURROUNDING
AERIAL MAPS CONTEXT
The area surrounding the subject property
consists of primarily residential uses in lowrise and mid-rise form. More specifically,
the following land uses surround the
subject property:
NORTH:
Directly north of the site along Echo Drive
is a planned unit development at 111
Echo Drive, including two (2) six (6) storey
residential buildings, which share a private
driveway off of Echo Drive.
EAST:
East of the site within the PUD at 111
Echo Drive are two sets of two (2) storey
townhouses fronting Greenfield Avenue,
separated by a one (1) storey building with
a rooftop tennis court. Vehicular access is
provided off of the private driveway shared
with the two aforementioned mid-rise
residential buildings.
SOUTH:
On the west side of Main Street, southwest
of the site, is a five (5) storey triangularshaped residential building with a large
footprint. Directly south, on the east side of
Main Street and at the corner of Greenfield
Avenue, is a two (2) storey office building,
and a single-detached dwelling further
along Greenfield. Across Greenfield is a
four (4) storey residential building.
WEST:
Across Echo Drive is a grassy median that
separates the roadway from Colonel By
Drive, a federally-owned road that connects
the site to Ottawa’s downtown and the
Central Business District. Alongside
Colonel By Drive lies the Rideau Canal and
a multi-use pathway.
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The site is located within close proximity
to a number of mixed-use urban
neighbourhoods including the City’s Central
Business District, Centretown, Sandy
Hill, Old Ottawa East, and the Glebe. The
site is also within close proximity to major
institutions including the University of
Ottawa, the Museum of Nature, and Ottawa
City Hall.
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FIGURE
GROUND
BUILT FORM
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The built fabric along Echo Drive differs from
that of Main Street and the development
attempts to respond to both these conditions.
The building is setback from Echo Drive
to respect the open space and existing
setbacks that characterize the developments
to the east of the site.
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The development contributes to the
establishment a new urban fabric and
structure along Main Street. The building
is set tight to the property line to frame and
enclose the street, introducing a spatial
definition that is lacking there today.
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The site is well served by the existing road
network, as well as number of existing
transit options, and an extensive cycling
network. The site is also located within 650
metres of the Campus Bus Rapid Transit
station which is expected to transition to the
Light rail Transit network by 2018.
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Recreational amenities including the
Ottawa East Community Centre, St.
Luke’s Community Centre, Sandy Hill
Arena, Jack Purcell Community Centre
and the University of Ottawa;
Parks including Montgomery Memorial
Park, Ballantyne Park, Springhurst Park,
St. Luke’s Park and Jack Purcell Park;
Schools including Lady Evelyn
Alternative School, St. Nicholas Adult
High School, Immaculata High School,
and Viscount Alexander Public School;
Retail stores including Loblaw’s; and,
Access to the multi-use pathway
along the Rideau Canal providing an
alternative mode of travel with direct
and safe connections to the City’s
downtown, Lansdowne, the Glebe
neighbourhood and Dow’s Lake/Little
Italy.
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The subject property is located at the
northern edge of Main Street, which is
characterized by a mix of mid- and low-rise
apartment dwellings, converted dwellings
and single-detached homes, as well
as limited retail. There are a number of
community amenities located within walking
distance of the property including:
•
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05 city of ottawa official plan policies
•

scaled development that enhances the
pedestrian environment.
The proposed development reflects a
thorough understanding of the low- to mid-rise
residential character of the northern stretch of
Main Street and respects the character of the
neighbourhoods to the east and north through
appropriate transitioning.

The proposal defines quality public and private
spaces through development.
•

•
SECTION 3.6.3 – MAINSTREETS
The subject property is designated Traditional
Mainstreet as per Schedule B of the Official Plan
(Figure 17). Traditional Mainstreets are expected
to offer some of the most significant opportunities
for intensification in the City of Ottawa through
compact forms of development and a pedestrianfriendly environment.
Redevelopment and infill will be encouraged in
a building format that encloses and defines the
street edge and provides direct pedestrian access
to the sidewalk. The Building heights in the six
(6) storey range are generally supported along
Traditional Mainstreet sites with a minimum height
of two (2) storeys.
The proposal meets the policies of the Traditional
Mainstreet by:
• Intensifying an underutilized site with a
significant surface parking component and a
building with no relationship to Main Street.
The proposed built form will enclose and define
the street edge at the corner of Main and Echo.
• The proposal also generally meets to the
Traditional Mainstreet policies with regards to
height, by proposing a six (6) storey building.

OP SECTIONS 2.5.1 + 4.11– URBAN DESIGN
AND COMPATIBILITY
Section 2.5.1 provides guidance on how to
appropriately incorporate infill development into
existing built up areas. Compatible development is
development that is not necessarily the same as
or similar to existing buildings, but that enhances
and coexists with existing development without
undue adverse impacts. Infill development is
development that should ‘fit well’ and ‘work
well’ with its surroundings. The Official Plan
emphasizes that the objectives are achievable
without designing a development to be the same
as existing surrounding developments.
Within Section 2.5.1, various design objectives
are outlined to guide development. The following
objectives and principles are considered the most
applicable to the proposed development.
The proposal enhances the sense of community
by creating and maintaining places with their own
distinct identity.
•

The proposal will help achieve the planned
function of Main Street as a designated
Traditional Mainstreet through an appropriate-

The proposal will define and connect public
and private space by defining and enclosing
a public intersection using built form and
landscaping.
The proposal encourages a continuity of street
frontage along a Traditional Mainstreet, Main
Street, and a local road, Echo Drive through
massing along the street edge, extensive
landscaping while framing the street corner.

The proposal creates places that are safe,
accessible and are easy to get to and move
through.
•

•

The proposal is ideally-located to make
efficient use of the existing active
transportation infrastructure on Main Street
(cycle track under construction) and along
the Rideau Canal (multi-use pathway) to
encourage active transportation and transit
use.
The proposal creates spaces that are safe
and visible at all times by placing windows and
effectively eyes on Main Street, Echo Drive
and Colonel By Drive.

The proposal ensures that new development
respects the character of existing areas.
•

The proposal will complement and enliven a
corner that is underutilized while fitting into the
existing context in terms of height, massing
and architectural design.
The proposal considers adaptability and diversity

by creating places that can adapt and evolve
easily over time and that are characterized by
variety and choice
•
•

•

The proposed development helps to achieve a
more compact urban form by developing within
the built-up area.
The development accommodates the needs
of a range of people by providing a variety of
units types (1, 1.5, 2 and 2.5 bedrooms) and
sizes (652 to 2,143 square feet).
The proposal contributes to varying stages
of maturity for the Main Street traditional
mainstreet as it recognizes the existing
residential character of Main Street between
Echo Drive and the Queensway.

Section 4.11, Policy 12 requires that development
proposals for taller buildings within areas
characterized by a lower built form ensure an
effective transition is provided between these
areas of different development profile. Both
existing developments and planned function
are to be taken into account. Transition can be
accomplished through measures such as:
a)
Incremental changes in building height (e.g.
angular planes or stepping building profile
up or down);
b)
Massing (e.g. inserting ground-oriented 		
housing adjacent to the street as part of a
high profile development or incorporating
podiums along a Mainstreet);
c)
Character (e.g. scale and rhythm,
exterior treatment, use of colour and 		
complementary building finishes);
d)
Architectural design (e.g. the use of angular
planes, cornice lines); and
e)
Building setbacks.
The proposed development is consistent with the
design and compatibility policies of the Official
Plan, in that:
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•

•

•

The proposal has full regard for the existing
built context and an understanding of
the impacts the proposal has on existing
development. Further and more detailed
analysis will be undertaken at the Site Plan
Control stage, as required.
The proposal is supported by the intensification
policies of the OP and is supported by the
Urban Design and Compatibility criteria in
sections 2.5.1 and 4.11.
The proposal also creates an effective
transition to the nearby low-rise developments,
in particular the two (2) and two and a half
(2.5) storey residential buildings along
Greenfield Avenue to the rear of the property.
This transition is achieved using an increased
rear yard building setback of approximately 12
metres, whereas only 7.5 metres is required.
In addition, it should be noted that the six (6)
storey maximum height is not out of scale with
buildings along Echo Drive, Colonel By Drive
and Main Street.

old ottawa east secondary plan
The Old Ottawa East Secondary Plan provides a
guide to the long-term design and development
of the community, and includes policies related
to land use, urban design, zoning, transportation,
existing street conditions, compatibility of new
development, and other issues of concern to the
local community.
The property is split-designated under the
Secondary Plan, into “Traditional Mainstreet” (115
Echo Drive) and “Residential Low-Rise” (113 Echo
Drive). Generally, the plan permits buildings to
be a maximum of six (6) storeys and 20 metres
in height (10.2.1.2). However, building heights
in the Residential Low-Rise area are limited
to four storeys (10.2.1.4 and 10.3.2.3), and in
the Traditional Mainstreet designation, the plan
requires building setbacks from both the front and
rear property lines and above the fourth floor of

all new buildings in order to reduce the impact on
adjacent low-rise residential areas (10.2.1.3 and
10.2.1.10).
Additional policies require buildings to be set back
from the street along Main Street to provide space
for wide sidewalks (10.2.1.5), and to provide
space for additional sidewalks on private land
(10.3.2.5).

•

The proposed development generally meets the
intent of the Secondary Plan, in that:
•
•

•

•

The proposed height is six (6) storeys, which
is permitted in the Traditional Mainstreet
designation in the Secondary Plan.
Although the six (6) storey height extends
into the portion of the property designated
Residential Low-Rise, which only permits four
(4) storeys, it should be noted that the Official
Plan provides for a flexible boundary to the
Traditional Mainstreet designation, including
abutting properties on side streets. Therefore,
under the Official Plan, the property at 113
Echo Drive could be considered as being part
of the Traditional Mainstreet designation.
It should also be noted that policies for the
area along Main Street north of the Highway
417 speak to limiting building heights to lowrise within the neighbourhood, and allowing
for low-rise infill and intensification along
arterial streets such as Greenfield Avenue.
The property at 113 Echo Drive is not within
the neighbourhood but on its edge, abutting
two six (6) storey mid-rise residential buildings,
which create an appropriate transition to
the low-rise buildings fronting Greenfield
Avenue using large setbacks. The proposed
development employs similar setbacks to
appropriately transition to the low-rise buildings
within the neighbourhood. This is addressed
through the proposed Official Plan Amendment
(OPA) outlined in Section 4.4.2 of this
document.
Additional Secondary Plan policies speak to
setbacks at grade, and stepbacks after the
fourth storey. Although sidewalks are not

•

being provided on private property, a large
setback will be provided at grade, at the
corner, creating a small open space/walkway
area. The functional design for Main Street,
as part of the Main Street Complete Street
redesign, includes a 2.5 metre wide sidewalk,
accommodated within the existing right-of-way.
According to the Old Ottawa East
Community Design Plan, the intent of the
required stepback after the fourth storey
is that development along the Traditional
Mainstreet is able to provide the minimum
density requirements of the PPS while
ensuring compatibility with the adjacent
neighbourhood. Stepping back at the fifth
storey level, as opposed to fourth storey, is
sufficient and appropriate at this location,
since the development is at the terminus of
the Mainstreet, and fronts Echo Drive, Colonel
By Drive and the Rideau Canal, a prominent
corner site that serves as a gateway into the
neighbourhood.
As per the Old Ottawa East Design Guidelines,
the top two floors of six (6) storey buildings
should be set back to reduce the impression
of further enclosing height from the pedestrian
viewpoint. However, due to the angle at
which Main Street meets Echo Drive, there is
no building directly across Main Street. The
impression of enclosing height will not be as
pronounced as it would be further south on
Main Street. The proposed OPA outlined in
Section 4.4.2 of this document also addresses
this issue.

old ottawa cdp design guidelines
Section 4.14 of the CDP includes the Old Ottawa
East Design Guidelines. The relevant guidelines
include:
Use retail frontage to clearly define the first floor
with residential and offices above to the fourth
floor. Set back the front and rear two floors to
reduce the impression of further enclosing height

from the pedestrian viewpoint.
• Considering the residential character of
this portion of Main Street, active, groundoriented live-work units are being proposed
at grade. Steps will be taken to activate
the street through design rather than use
including providing terraces facing Main Street,
significant glazing around the main entrance,
signage and landscaping.
• The top floor has been set back further than
the lower five (5) floors, which generally meets
the intent of the guideline.
Taller buildings fronting on the Traditional
Mainstreet should step down to the rear and side
of the property where they abut the low profile
residential neighbourhoods.
• The proposed building’s rear lot line abuts
low profile residential uses. A step down has
been proposed from the sixth to the fifth storey
level, and the building has been set back from
the rear lot line over and above the required
7.5 metres, to create an effective transition.
In addition, the angular plane requirement is
being exceeded, as shown in Figure 22 above.
The streetscape along Main Street from Clegg
to Echo and along Hawthorne from Colonel By
to Main should be upgraded to accommodate
pedestrians in a safe and comfortable environment
that encourages strolling and shopping.
• The proposed development will respect the
proposed functional design of the Main Street
Complete Street redevelopment. Significant
glazing, terraces, and balconies are proposed
to put ‘eyes’ on the street.
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urban design guidelines for development along traditional mainstreets

In May 2006, City Council approved design
guidelines which address development along
Traditional Mainstreets. The guidelines apply to
all streets throughout the City that are designated
“Traditional Mainstreet” on Schedule B of the
Official Plan and provide guidance for the proper
development of these important streets. The
guidelines address seven elements of design
including: streetscape, built form, pedestrians
and cyclists, vehicles and parking, landscape and
environment, signs, and servicing and utilities. The
purpose of the guidelines are to:
•
•
•
•
•

•

To promote development that will enhance and
reinforce the recognized or planned scale and
character of the streets
To promote development that is compatible
with, and complements its surrounding s
To achieve high-quality built form and
strengthen building continuity along Traditional
Mainstreets
To foster compact, pedestrian-oriented
development linked to street level amenities
To accommodate a broad range of uses
including retail, services, commercial uses,
offices, residential and institutional uses where
one can live, shop and access amenities
The design guidelines are organized into
categories, and following are the key design
guidelines applicable to the proposal.

STREETSCAPE
• Plant clusters of trees on the flanking
residential streets, where they meet the
mainstreet, for additional greenspace.
• Provide or restore a minimum 2.0 metre
wide concrete sidewalk and locate to match
approved streetscape design plans for the
area. Where there is no approved streetscape
plan, match the existing context. Provide
a boulevard for street furniture, trees, and
utilities; next to the sidewalk where possible.
Provide an area adjacent to storefronts for
canopies, outdoor patios or special merchant
displays (the frontage zone). Create wider
sidewalks for locations with high pedestrian
volumes such as along traditional mainstreets
in core urban areas.
• Use periodic breaks in the street wall or minor
variations in building setback and alignment to
add interest to the streetscape, and to provide
space for activities adjacent to the sidewalk.
BUILT FORM
• Design quality buildings that are rich in
architectural detail and respect the rhythm and
pattern of the existing or planned, buildings on
the street, through the alignment of elements
such as windows, front doors, cornice lines,
and fascias etc.
• Ensure sufficient light and privacy for
residential and institutional properties to the
rear by ensuring that new development is
compatible and sensitive with adjacent uses

•

with regard to maximizing light and minimizing
overlook.
Set back the upper floors of taller buildings to
help achieve a human scale and more light on
the sidewalks.

PEDESTRIANS AND CYCLISTS
• Design pedestrian walkways of materials
such as concrete or unit pavers that are easily
maintained for safety.
LANDSCAPE AND ENVIRONMENT
• Select trees, shrubs and other vegetation
considering their tolerance to urban conditions
such as road salt or heat. Give preference to
native species of the region that are of equal
suitability.
SERVICING AND UTILITIES
• Enclose all utility equipment within buildings
or screen them from both the traditional
mainstreet and private properties to the rear.
These include utility boxes, garbage and
recycling container storage, loading docks,
ramps, air conditioner compressors, utility
meters and transformers.
• Design lighting so that there is no glare or light
spilling onto surrounding uses.
• Provide lighting that is appropriate to the street
character and mainstreet ground-floor use,
with a focus on pedestrian areas.
The proposed development supports the design
guidelines and objectives established in the

Urban Design Guidelines for Development along
Traditional Mainstreets by:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Respecting the 2.5 metre wide sidewalk that is
being built within the right-of-way through the
Main Street redevelopment.
Providing breaks in the façade through the use
of terraces and balconies at every floor to add
visual interest.
Ensuring high quality design is a priority,
and respecting the rhythm and pattern of the
planned built form.
Ensuring the proposed development is
sensitive in its size and scale to provide
sufficient light and privacy for the lowrise residential uses in the rear as well as
sidewalks.
Using clear windows and doors to make the
pedestrian level façade of walls facing the
street highly transparent.
Stepping back the upper floor to create a
human scale and allow more light on the
sidewalks.
Providing vehicular access off of Echo Drive, in
order to preserve a continuous sidewalk along
Main Street.
Designing ground floor with higher floor to floor
height to promote live/work uses at grade.
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Design Evolution / Form Development
Versions of the prelimary massing studies (image 1, 2, 3, 4) while lacking design detail, focus
formalzing the corner as a gateway that generates an urban landmark at one of the few
intersections along Colonel By Drive. Further exploration of alternate massing strategies were
conducted to retain this positive notion while also improving the integration of the conrer element
with the existing heritage character of the area. Building massing of 6 floors, 7 floors, 8 floors,
and 9 floors were considered while maintain a strong emphasis on building stepbacks at the 5
floor (in keeping with the Traditional Mainstreet zoning envelope) with additional stepbacks
above the 6th floor for any studies exceeding 6th floors (image 2, 3, 4)
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The resulting earlier form studies for this scheme presented a curvaceous form that turns the
corner with a contemporized interpretation of a turret. The curvaveous corner element mirrors the
rounded corner of the neighbouring apartment building located to the south at 10 Main Street. .
The turret is an iconic but familiar heritage form found on several buildings in the area. The
curvaceous form helps to soften its impact on the corner and improves its integration amongst
the surrounding architecture.
Urbanistically, we believe the corner element formalizes Main Street as an iconic gateway and is
better integrated with the existing heritage character of the area and its visual relationship with
the character defining elements of the Rideau Canal. Further exploration of the form at the
corner was explored in order to study other viable options. (image 5, 6, 7) However, after
considering the options, it was concluded by the design team and the client, that the abstracted
turret expressed with the curving form was deemed most appropriate.
A cultural heritage impact statement was developed by Robertson Martin Archtiects to evaluate
this proposal and rationalize in detail the appropriateness of this design for the neighbourhood.
The CHIS revealed some concerns with regard to the appropriateness of the glass curving form
at the corner and it’s adverse impact on the site.
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Image 7

Following an extensive review process with the City of Ottawa planning department, as well as
futher consideration given to some of the concerns highled in the CHIS, The design team, and
client decided to re-evaluate the footpring of the building for this site. An alternative approach to
the footprint was developed as a result. The pre-dominant length of the building façade was
shifted from Main Street to Colonel By Drive. (image 8)
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The elevation was elongated along Colonel By Drive which resulted in a greather setback and
open space at the corner of Main Street and Colonel By Drive. As a result, a more contiguous
building façade spanning the length of the UNESCO world heritage site is now more in line with
the setback of the neighbouring buildings at 111&113 Colonel by Drive. The revised footprint
improves the open space at the intersection, provides improved site lines for views towards the
canal from neighbouring buildings, and animates the streetscapes with a number of iconic
architectural elements. These elements include large terraces with intergrated planter boxes,
large varying balconies with emphasis on horizontal banding that contrast the strong vertical
stone piers used to articulate the projecting glass living spaces along both Colonel By Drive and
Main Street. The ground level along Main Street is lined with live/work units with large spans of
glass and private terraces that animate the streetscape. These private terraces include individual
pathways, signage/addresses connecting to Main Street providing unique private walk-up
entrances for each of these ground level units.
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